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FOREWORD

Here is a direct, spare commentaiy, by a Zen master ofour owni time,

on a succinct text that we are assured represents the central teaching of

one ofthe greatest figures, and perhaps the most imposing intellect, of

Japanese Zen. Tliose ofus who cannot read Dogen in die original, and

whose education did not include a familiarit\' widi die cultural background

of his writing, must either take the evaluation on faith, or ignore it, at least

to begin with. It does not much matter either way, because the sheer

audiorit}- of Dogen's name will not help us to resolve die crucial

questions that are likely to challenge us, upon reading even a few lines of

a work such as the Genjokoan. Two principal questions, that tuni out to

one: who is this Dogen (apart from die biographical data and die legends)

and what is he saying? The work is over seven centuries old, and in

translation, and yet I diink that the questions naturally assume the

present tense. Fordiese remarkable stiitements and their source do not

seem to be bound to any odier moment than the one that presents us

with them.

Wliatever else Dogen may have meant by die word koan , in die tide,

diis work entails some of the difficult}-, tmd promises some ofdie \iitues

ofkoans as they are generally used in Zen practice. Phrase after phrase

suggests or assumes tsvo aspects related not by logic but by some deeper

implication, and points through both. The problems begin, and perhaps

abide, in the words themselves. Tlie English words are not Dogen's, of

course, and Dogen's in turn were a translation ofthe combined intimacy

and transcendence diat he set out to represent: something which was and

is no thing, and which never became die words, yet was never separate

from them. Buddhism, and Zen in particular, warns us again and again

not to get stuck in the words. The vision, the knowledge, toward which the

teachings ofZen claim to direct us are said to be clear beyond any clarit>-

we can hope to describe, but the way to that intuitive certaintv' does not

always appear to be simple. Yet, however involuted the process seems,

these words oftranslation do not exist in order to conduct us into the

head ofsome historical personage, but into an unlimited being diat each



of VIS, tlicy tell us, already knows, vvitliout being aware of it. Our own
essential nature. Tliat Dogen. In words that are nobody's he is speaking

not only to us, but, in a sense, from us. Even when what he ways is hard

to understcuid, we can hear tliat. Each time it is a little different, but each

time it is really tlie same. We recognize it, even ifwc do not know its

name.

Paradox is tlie agent ofmost attempts to convey ultimate clarit^^ I

have no notion ofwhat die historical Dogen's humor may have been, but

there is a perennial irony in the situation ofa work such as this one,

which sets out to provide instruction, to make plain, and which fosters

from the outset a complex lineage oferudition and explanation. Dogen's

writing endures the fate of all poetry that survives. But a commentary
such as Maezumi Roshi's is a great and welcome advantage, at present,

and for many ofus it will seem indispensable. Learned without self-

importance or excess baggage. Illuminating, and transparent. Maezumi
Roshi is writing from the viewpoint ofmature Zen experience to students

ofZen, but he does so in a way that makes Dogen more accessible to

anyone, acquainted widi Zen or not, who wants to listen.

It means listening closely, and notjust to the words. Dogen is

speaking about die whole thing.

W. S. Merwin



PREFACE

This beautiful book presents in words and images a ver>' simple

\ision ofthe great life ofwhich we are a part as essentially good. It makes

no extravagant claims or unlikely promises ofother worlds, supernatural

beings, paranomial powers, and the like. It will not strain your crcduliU-

or make impossible demands. Ratlier, words and photographs collabomte

to reveal to us something very basic and truly worthwhile — tJie nature of

our existence and of tliat greater life we share. Perhaps, after all, that

really is extravagant.

Tliere are few people who do not sense some degree ofinsufficiency

within themselves, some barrenness of life and its possibilities. Wlio has

not wished to be more and do more? Yet, it may be that we are good

enough to live tliis life. First, however, we must learn to see clearly. The

problem is our perception, for we do not see nearly as well as we think we

do. We lack the eye of tlie artist, and by "artist" I do not mean someone

who merelv versifies or paints, but someone who can see what tlie rest of

us miss. Real art startles us because it helps us to see that to which we

were blind before. Monet's lilies, Warhol's can ofsoup, Basho's haiku , all

wake us from our walking stupor and tlirust our noses into reality-.

Complex tlieories, lofty- philosophies, and moralistic and demanding

religions to the contrarv-, all we need to do is to see life with tlie eye of tlie

artist. Ifwe can do this, tlien we will find only fullness and richness, not

barrenness and deficiency.

This book is not a moral treatise, nor is it at all theoretical or

didactic. It does not tell us what we ought to do but instetid is itself

testimonyandproofofthepossibilit}-ofseeinglifewitlitheeyeofthe

artist. Four artists have collaborated, each in his owni way, to open our

eyes to what we are and to the way to live saner, more integrated lives.

The core ofthe book is an essay entided Genjokoan , loosely translated as

"the way ofeven-day life," composed by the diirteendi-centim' Zen

master Eihei Dogen. Tliis in turn is commented on by a contemporaiy-

Zen teacher, Taizan Maezumi Roshi, who is a master in Dogen's lineage.

A diird collaborator is Daido Loori, whose photographs not only



contribute so much to Uic visual beaut\' ofthe book, but arc fine

representatives ofphotography as a practice of mindfuhiess. Finally, the

text of Genjokoafi has been written in calligraphy by tlie well-known

Vietnamese artist \^o-Dinh, whose work also not only adds to tlie visual

power offhis book but at the same time is anotlier example of

mindfulness in action.

The title of tliis book. The Way of Everyday Life, is veiy important

First, it points to die fact tliat it is in this very life — Uiis world — as we
live it dayby day that we must find ultimate goodness. We need not look

bevond this world to other more "spiritual" worlds, fliture lives,

supernatural spirits, or blessed rest in paradise to find that which is

absolute reality. We would make a big mistake ifwe subscribe to an

ancient tlieor\' tliat coarse, bnite matter masks some spiritual essence.

Tliis world, this cveiyday life, is realit}', the total, absolute realit}-. Tliis is

where we must look, and this is where we must learn to live the only life

we will have. We all are die Buddha, as are our enemies, die family cat,

and die weeds diat spring up in die pansy V^ed.

Second, die tide points to die way by which we leani to perceive this

world in its fulness and richness. It is a simple practice, and effective,

though not easy. It is a process oflearning to be at one, unified, with our

whole life in its diverse aspects. We need not become involved in ascetic

renunciation, radically alter our daily rovitines, or acquire any arcane

Itnowledge or sldll. Instead, as we live our ordinaiy lives with families,

occupations, and daily chores, we leani litde by litUe to affinn each act

totally by doing it totally. To do diis is to see diings clearly, as an artist.

Do not look for complexit}^ in this book, for it is simple, not complex.

\Miat Dogen says, and what is repeated in the commentaries and art, is so

simple diat it is startling, and perhaps it is incredible to diose who
require omens and portents ofmiraculous events. The point is this: ifwe
can V)ut see this life widiout judgment, widiout evaluation and

comparison, we will for die first time begin to see it as it is, and this life

will acquire for each ofus a quality' diat gready surpasses the so-called



miraculous and man^ellous. Wliat more can \vc ask? Dogen saw life

clearly and in this clear-eyed \'ision he found tlie way to live his life.

Genjokoan is his report to us. Wlien he and the others who have

contributed to this book tell us tliat things are not what they seem but are

much more, it seems to me tliat tliis is wortli listening to. Wliat ifthey are

right?

Maezumi Roshi's commentan^ is also simple, meant to speak to

Califomians, New Yorkers, and .\labamans. h contains no esoteric

Buddhist terminolog\% no spiritual obscurities. Because he has learned

to see clearly, he is able to clarify Dogen's insight for us, ser\ing as a

bridge between different times and places. He does not, that is, speali as a

scholar who has read Dogen's writing and then comments from tlie

perspective of tlie religious historian or historian of ideas, but radierhe

opens up the Genjokoan to us from the perspective ofhis own deep

insight. Consequentiy, we have two closely related testimonies to tlie

possibilities latent in our ever\-day life, that ofDogen and tliat ofMaezumi

Roshi.

The reader will find it impossible to overlook the photographs which

accompany the text, for even to tlie untrained eye they are striking and

beautiful. I wonder ifwe can really see them? They are not merely

illustrations for the text, diough they do that; they are tliemselves a

flirther testimony to tlie possibilit^' of really learning to see. The scenes

are ordinary' enough, things we have all seen — stones, trees, people —
but they challenge us to look closer, to see them as for the first time,

which is, ofcourse, the way an artist sees them. Wlien the lens ofthe

camera opens, the eye ofthe photographer must be truly open also, and

when we look at these pictures, our own eyes must be as open as

possible. \\'hat do we see then? What do they say to us? Ifwe see litde or

nothing at all here, we must ask ovirselves whether the faidt lies witli die

photographer or ourselves. Is it possible that our own perceptual lens is

filtered or capped?



This book, dien, attempts to do sometJiing other tlian preach and

cajole. Several men assure us in words and images that there is more —
More — around us tlian \vc imagine. But they also do more tlian testify:

tlirough die words and images we are afforded an opportiuiit}' to tnily see

and hear ifwe l)ut mal<e tlie effort.

At tlie heart of this book is, as I have said, an essay entided

Genjokoan , written in die thirtcendi centun,' by Zen master Dogen,

foiuiderofthe Japanese Soto Zen ti-adition. Does a Japanese Zen master

who lived over seven centures ago have anjlliing to say to a person ofour

own time and place? I firmly believe he does, because ifhis words are

irrelevant to our lives, then so are die words ofJesus, Socrates,

Sluikespeare, and many odiers who came long before us. But it is a

mistake to think that we are special by \'irtue ofliving long after diem, or

diat our own problems are unique to diis time. Human problems,

particularly die big ones, never change, and it is ver\' important to

remember that Dogen found an ultimate solution.

Ofcourse some ofDogen's problems were unique to his time and

culture, as are some ofours, but the essential problem we all face,

regardless oftime, race, culture, or sex, is die problem offinding a stal)le

basis for our lives in die midst ofturmoil, suffering, and struggle. That is

the problem stated simjily, isn't it? Dogen became aware ofthis problem

vciy early in his life, paitly as a result oflosing bodi parents while he was
a child. Out ofhis owti doubts and anxieties developed a long search for

this finii basis which we all desire. He found it after many years and a

great effort, which led him to l)ccome a Buddhist monk, to engage in an

intense inner stniggle, to make an arduous journey to China, and finally

to study with the Chinese Zen master, Ju-ching. . Ju-ching helped him to

open his own eyes, and when he finally returned t( > Japan, he returned as

Jvi-ching's spiritual heir. Tliere, he established Eiheiji Monasteiy,

trained other monks, and composed the ninety-five chapters of

Shobogenzo , one of the world's great literarj', religious, and



philosophical documents. Genjokoan is die first chapter in that work, hi

it, he tried to express what he had come to understand.

Basically, his problem is the same problem we all have. He felt that

life is unsatisfactoiA', and like us, he tried to do sometliing about it. So we
have this book, in which Dogen and several odiers from a different age

and culture attempt to teach us to see. Can any person afford not to read it

carefullv, that is, as an artist would? Tliis is a wonderful book, one which

is really good for us. I hope you will read it witli your eyes open.

Francis Dojun Cook
Universitv" ofCalifornia, Riverside
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The essay Genjokoan was composed by the Japanese Zen master
Eihei Dogen, who lived from 1200 until 1253. Son of aristocratic

parents, Dogen developed a strong religious aspiration while still a

young boy, partly as a result of the early loss of both parents. Having
experienced impermanence and loss while so young, he became a

monk at an early age and began a search for the answers to his

deepest questionings. The search led him to China, where he was
enlightened under the guidance of the Zen master Ju-ching.

When he returned to Japan, he began a period ofgreat creativity

as a teacher and a writer He established the Japanese Soto Zen
tradition, founded the monastery known as Eiheiji, one of the two
principal Soto Zen monasteries in Japan, and composed the ninety-

five chapters that now make up the Shobogenzo. This work, of which
the present essay is the first chapter, is recognized world-wide as a

profound piece of religious literature, and its author is considered by
many to have been the most brilliant philosopher Japan has ever

produced, as well as a master ofprose andpoetry and a remarkably
well-accomplished spiritual leader.

Vo-Dinh 's calligraphy is in honor
of his Father and Mother

(g)1977bytheZenC>nteron^sAiigeles,liic.Tlii8lBarvvisionbyTalzanMaeziiiniRosliiandFf«ncisDoJunCookoftheCbotanAJtkenRosld-]0umaldl^





INTRODUCTION

Genjokoan , loosely translated, means "the way ofeveryday life."

Everyday life, ofcourse, is the life we lead from day to day — getting

up in the morning, driving to work, going for a run, arguing witli a friend.

Throughout die day we are relating to many different people, doing

various jobs, soMng various problems. Actually, this is all there is,jixst

this moment-to-moment life we lead.

But somehow, we're not satisfied, we want something more.

Experiencing the death ofsomeone we love, perhaps, or a feeling of

alienation from our work or our friends, orjust some unidentifiable

depression, we begin to wonder about the meaning oflife and deatli.

"Who am I really? What am I supposed to be doing? WTiy am I suffering?

What is death?" Deeply questioning, we look outside ofourselves for a

way, for a truth to give meaning and wholeness to our lives.

In Zen we talk about the intrinsic and the experiential, tv%'o ways of

looking at what is essentially one realit\'. From the intrinsic standpoint,

this very ordinary life is the way, is perfection itself Ifwe look for

something outside ofour immediate situation, outside ofourselves, we
are going astray. Intrinsically, the way and everyday life are one and the

same. But from the experiential standpoint, we are undeniably

dissatisfied. We are unaware ofhow our life can be true realization, and

the way and everyday life seem irreconcilably separate.

Practice is the key to bridging what is in fact an iUusorv' gap. The
word practice has many rich implications in Zen. In a narrow sense,

it refers to the acti\aty ofsitting meditation we call zazen . To
practice zazen means to sit in meditation, concentrating widi all our

effort until the gap between ourselves and others is eliminated.

In a broader sense, practice refers to the activity ofcompletely

involving ourselves in whatever we are doing or experiencing so that

there is no gap or separation between ourselves and that activitj- or

experience. It is the extension ofzazen into our lives from moment to

moment. Usuallywe separate ourselves from situations: eating a



hamburger, we wish we had steak; hearing a sharp word from a

friend, we recall all the past times we've been rejected and get

terribly depressed; being in pain, we have fantasies ofpleasure, and
experiencing pleasure, we have fears ofpain. When we become aware
ofthis separation, we tn,' to understand it intellectually, seeking a

rational explanation or interpretation ofour suffering. In fact, by
interposing our own concepts and ideas in this way, we are just

increasing our distance from things as they are. But when we friUy

enter into each situation, not looking for something better or

remembering sometliing worse, we "forget the self" lose the self in

the activity and awaken to the fact that this "self' includes everything.

All sense ofseparation or alienation is eliminated. This awakening is

called enlightenment

The motivation to practice, then, is often this seeming paradox or

tension between the intrinsic and tlie experiential, between the belief

that everything is complete and perfect as it is and the fact that we
feel a deep dissatisfaction with our lives and want to experience this

completeness for ourselves. Ofcourse, ultimately, there is only one
reality, and in the Genjokoan Master Dogen is constandy shifting

perspectives between die intrinsic and the experiential in order to point

to that one realitj'.

Shobogenzo is the name ofa larger work ofwhich Genjokoan
is a part; it literally means "treasury ofthe true dharma eye," die eye of

viisdom which is able to bridge the gap we have been talking about.

Genjokoan itselfcan be divided into two principle elements:

means "to make real," "to manifest," and so refers to phenomena, to the

living ofour lives in its most concrete sense. Koan , on the other hand,

points to the absolute side, to the side ofoneness, ofcompleteness.

According to one translation, ko means "made even or flat," and an
means "to have its owti position." Genjokoan , then, means, on one
level, that "the position ofeach thing is absolute." This table, for example,

is at oncejust this table and at the same time the infinite, indestructible



universe itself. In the same way, each ofus is all reality.

Genjokoan , then, means tliat cver\'day life is realization, everyday

life is tlie way. Tlie tenii buddha-dharma has similar implications.

Buddha refers to the oneness, to the absolute side, and dharma refers

to the side ofdifferences. Together tlicy point to the ongoing integration

and harmony ofoneness and difference which is our life. We can

appreciate this life as this physical body, which includes all things, and

as the sphere ofactivity, ofli\ing and doing. In either case, the absolute

and the relative are inseparable. But it's important to remember that

these words, that all words, are only an explanation. We have to verify

dicm widi our whole being through practice. Ofcourse, without practice

we can survive, but we can never thoroughly understand what Master

Dogen is talking about here. WTien we sit zazen, we are trjing to dojust

that: to see our lives clearly and to identify ourselves with who we
really are.

Stephan Ikko Bodian
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yyhen all dharmas are buddha-dharma, there are

enlightenment and delusion, practice, life and death,

buddhas and creatures.

When the ten thousand dharmas are without self,

there are no delusion, no enlightenment, no

buddhas, no creatures, no life and no death.

The buddha way transcends being and non-being;

therefore there are life and death, delusion and

enlightenment, creatures and buddhas.

Nevertheless,

flowers fall with our attachment, and weeds

spring up with our aversion.



COMMENTARY ONE

/ thought I'd abandoned all—
Even my body —
And yet this snowy night is cold.

J-he subject ofthese first three

sentences is our most important concern.

To realize this subject, this true self, is the

major aim ofour practice. As a matter of

fact, in Master Dogen's writings the words

we and 7 are never used; instead, he says

simply, "When all dharmas are buddlia-

dharma." To really understand buddlia-

dharma is to have a first enlightenment

experience, to eliminate this "I" and

become aware ofwho we really are.

Tliat's whj' we shouldn't overlook this

deceptively simple word '\vhen." He doesn't

say, "since all dliaiTnas," or simply, "all

dharmas," but '\vhen," at the moment we
realize that, "all dharmas are buddha-

dharma." It's like a person with a pocketful

ofmoney stai^dng to death in front ofa

restaurant because he's unaware ofthe

money in his pocket. Intrinsically, all

dharmas are budcLha-dhanna, but until we
realize it, for us it's not true.

-Lhe usual way ofunderstanding the first

three sentences is to see them as a

progression from affirmation to negation to

integration or transcendence. According to

this interpretation, the first sentence

describes our discriminating awareness
before enlightenment, die second the first

experience ofoneness, and the third the

realm ofsubtle differences we are able to

perceive afler enlightenment

However, ifwe only appreciate it in that

way we lose Master Dogen's intent. Actually

each sentence is also saying the same thing

from different perspectives. For example, we
can say, "When all dhannas are buddha-

dharma, there are no enlightenment, no
delusion, no buddhas, no creatures, no life

and no death," because everjlhing is

buddha-dharma, everything is reality itseff,

ever^lliing is genjokoan. Since everything is

this one reality,', tliere are no delusion, no

enlightenment, no life and no death apart

from it To see this, to identify ourselves

with all phenomena, is enlightenment

When we become really selfless in this

way, all suffering, happiness, mountains,

stars, trees, grasses and people become
nothing but die seff. What does that really

mean? We call it "emptiness," not emptj' in

the sense ofvoid or insubstantial, but in the

sense ofempty ofany fixed character or self,

constantly changing, unconditioned. This

is not some special state, but the

fundamental nature ofour lives.

We usually appreciate things in a

dualistic way by separating ourselves from

them. Then a gap appears, and into that gap

fall greed, anger, ignorance and the various

other ideas and emotions that disturb us.

But when we really make ourselves empty



and realize that everything is nothing but

the self, the gap is eliminated and we see

phenomena as they are.

XAjiclother way to clariiy- the first three

sentences is to use the analog)- ofwaves
and water. Seeing realit}' according to the

perspective ofthe first sentence is like

looking at the ocean and seeing the waves.

We are aware the ocean is there, but our
attention is on the waves, the various

phenomena that make up our lives. In the

next sentence the emphasis is on the water,

the ground ofbeing, emptiness, the

absolute. .\nd in the last sentence we go

beyond the duality' ofwaves and water

entirely and see them both together as one
indi\dsible realitj*. ^\I1 along, ofcourse, we
are looking at the same ocean; only our
perspective is changing.

"ID
XJefore this old monk studied Zen

twent>^ years ago, seeing a mountain, the

mountain was a mountain; seeing water,

the water was water. Later, I met my teacher

and attained some realization. Then a

mountain was no longer a mountain, water

no longer water. Now after further

accomplishment, seeing a mountain,
mountain is mountain; seeing water, water

is water. I ask you, are these three views the

same or different? Ifyou can answer, youTl

meet me intimately."

— Ch'in-j-uan Wei-hsin (Seigen Ishin)

IXevertheless, flowers fall with our
attachment, and weeds spring up with our
aversion.







Nevertheless,

flowers fall with our attachment,

and weeds spring up with our aversion.







lo carry the selfforward and realize the ten thousand

dharmas is delusion.

That the ten thousand dharmas advance and realize

the self is enlightenment.

It is buddhas who enlighten delusion.

It is creatures who are deluded in enlightenment.

Further, there are those who attain enlightenment

above enlightenment; there are those who are

deluded within delusion.

When buddhas are truly buddhas, one need not be

aware of being buddha.

However, one is the realized buddha and further

advances in realizing buddha.



COMMENTARY TWO

A full bottle makes no sound.

-Lo carry the self' means to look for

something outside ofyourself. Right there a

dichotomy arises. No matter how much you

practice, still a gap remains, and even

enlightenment can become a hindrance by

which you increase the separation between

yourselfand others. Tliat is one ofthe

sicknesses ofZen.

"That the ten thousand dharmas
advance," on the other hand, means that,

merging yourself into the object, the

objective world itselfbecomes your life. In

this very body and its functioning, abundant

life and total liberation are constantly

manifesting. To actualize and advance in

this way is our practice.

To try to seek after enlightenment, then,

is delusion, and yet enlightenment is

crucial. In fact, the most common mistake

we make is that witliout knowing what
enlightenment is, we oversimplify, we
overgeneralize, confusing ourselves and
others. To say that we're all enlightened is

easy, but to realize it clearly is not easy at

aU.

Even within Zen, we have many levels of

realization, ofenlightenment For example,

there are the ten oxherding pictures, in

which the ox represents true nature. True
enlightenment begins with the fourth stage,

"catching the ox," grasping true nature, yet

most ofus are stiU stuck in the stage of

"seeing the traces." Even among those who
have been practicing for many years, most
are still barely at tlie third stage of "seeing

the ox." So our practice is endless, and
there are innumerable levels we can

achieve.

Ofcourse all ofus without exception are

wonderful bodhisattvas ("enlightenment-

beings"); whether we have had an enlight-

enment experience or not is not so

significant We are all bodhisattvas who
strive for higher, clearer realization. That is

our practice. It's quite all right to be

deluded. I'm more than willing to be

deluded. That is our way.

O.'ne Zen master said, "It is buddhas
who enlighten delusion where there is no

delusion at all. It is people who are deluded

in enlightenment where there is no
enlightenment at all." Delusion where there

is no delusion at all. Enlightenment where

there is no enlightenment at all. Wliat's the

difference? Aren't they the same? But ifwe
take enlightenment and delusion as

separate, buddhas and ourselves become
separate as well. We are not at all separate to

begin witli, so why do we have difficult}"?

Flowers fall. Is it because ofour attach-

ment? Weeds spring up. Is it because we
hate them?



If-fyou really identify yourselfwith

everything else, you identify yourselfwith

enlightenment also. In odier words,

enlightenment is nothing but you yourself

You just do whatever you do, and there is

nothing extra, no problem involved to upset

or disturb you. In that case, as Zen Master

Lin-chi ( Rinzai) used to say, "Living in hell

is like taking a walk in a beautiful park."

Whhen you really become delusion itself,

when only delusion exists, then tliere is no
longer any delusion, for there is nothing

apart from delusion. But as long as this

remains just your idea, it's not true

delusion witliin delusion. That's why it's

crucial to experience such a state for

yourself We have a saying, "Fire can'tbum
fire." You have to become fire yourself

"Axxttain enlightenment above enlight-

enment." We progress in diat way, stage by
stage, building up clarity upon clarity,

wisdom upon wisdom, making the

illumination ofwisdom brighter and
stronger.

"Deluded within delusion." The more we
realize, the more compassionate we
become, and the more compassionate we
become, the more deluded we have to be.

When all beings are wallowing in die mud,
we have tojump into the mud to be with

them. Just sitting back, we can't accomp-
lish much. And ob\'iously, when we get into

the mud, we become muddy. Tliat's being

deluded within delusion. That's our life.

Whhen we are buddha, we don't

necessarily recognize that we are budcDia.

In fact, as the historical Buddha
Shak\'amuni himselfrealized, everything

widiout exception is the buddha. Or as Zen
Master Hakuin said, "Apart from sentient

beings there are no buddhas. Apart from

buddhas there are no sentient beings."

One ofmy teachers used to say, "Make
your mind enipt\-. Right diere is die

buddlia." When we are involved in doing

somediing, we should put ourselves

completely into it Reading, working, even

laughing or crying. When we cry, we're

crying buddha; when we laugh, we're

laughing buddha.

But until we realize this, we're not

convinced. Ofcourse we don't have to say,

"Now I'm the buddha." Ifyou consciously

recognize it in that way, diere is somediing

you have become which is different from

who you were, and already you've started

creating duality where there is none. We
often use die expression, "Fire doesn't bum



fire. The eye doesn't see the eye." Similarly,

when the stomach is healthy, you are not

aware of its fimctioning: "When buddhas
are truly buddhas, one need not be aware of

being buddha."

-Lhe et\^nological root of buddha is

6acf/j, "to awaken." When we really awaken
we become the buddha, regardless ofrace or

sex or age. The point ofour practice is to

accomplish this awakening.

-ITurther advance in realizing buddha."

Our practice and our accomplishment are

as endless and as boundless as the

universe. Shakyamuni Buddlia himself

says, 'The three worlds are nothing but my
possession, and all beings are nothing but

my children." Isn't it wonderftd? Wliat he

means is that we should take care of

everybody and everything else in the same
way thatwe take care ofourselves. In other

words, to see everything else as part of

ourselves is wisdom. And when wisdom is

truly realized, then compassion, loving-

kindness, spontaneously arises as the

functioning ofthat wisdom.

toward beings," compassion as it is most
commonly understood: seeing other people

suffering, you want to do as much as you

can to help them, both by remo\'ing their

suffering and by giving them comfort. The
second, "compassion toward dharmas
(phenomena)," reflects a more advanced

stage ofunderstanding and practice: having

wisdom, you see that beings and objects are

not really existing in the usual sense, as

something substantial and apart from you.

That being the case, to hope to do some-
thing to save them is also a delusion, and

yet ha\ang that delusion, you still do the

deluded work ofsaving others. The last one

is the ideal way ofbeing compassionate:

having no particular relation to others, what
you do very naturally, spontaneously

becomes beneficial to them. Wlien you are

really selfless, itjust happens aimlessly in

that way.

L.n Zen we speak ofthree different kinds

ofcompassion. The first is "compassion







To carry the selfforward and realize the ten thousand dharmas
is delusion.

That the ten thousand dharmas advance and realize the self is

enlightenment.





Seeing forms with the whole body and mind, hearing

sounds with the whole body and mind, one

understands them intimately.

Yet it is not like a mirror with reflections, nor like water

under the moon —
When one side is realized, the other side is dark.



COMMENTARY THREE

Oeeing forms with the whole body and
mind, hearing sounds with the whole body
and mind."

This refers to the moment ofenlighten-

ment For one Zen master it occurred at the

sight ofpeach blossoms, for another at die

sound ofa pebble striking bamboo. Please

don't get the idea, though, that "seeing

forms with die whole body and mind" is

something onfy Zen masters experience,

something exotic and impossible to attain.

On die contrar\% many ofyou will have die

same experience. For example, one ofmy
teacher's students, an American woman,
was enlightened before she had even heard

ofZen while gazing intendy at a desk in

front ofher. Up until diat point she had
been concentrating on the question, "What
is life?" and her awakening occurred as a

natural outgro\\lJi ofher practice.

Relating this to yourself, you can see how
you should pursue your life. Whatever
practice you are involved in, whatever work
you are doing—even reading my words right

now or looking at the photographs on the

pages that follow—absorb yourself totally

into it with whole body and mind. Just

continue in this way, and when the time

comes, you will see that it is all true, that

your very life is the life ofthe enlightened

one.

reflected in the water to explain enlighten-

ment In diat instance, the moon is true self

reflected on the surface ofmind. Ifthe mind
is disturbed, true nature wiU not be
apparent,just as agitated water will not

reflect die light ofthe moon. But here Master

Dogen says it is " not like . . . water under the

moon" because there is no such object, no
such true self no such moon outside of

ourselves to be reflected. Nothing exists but

that moon, and that is who we are. When we
call it "moon," we aisappear. When we call it

"I," die moon disappears. When there isjust

this true self, this one reality, nodiing else

exists besides that.

"W.

L/ater on in the Genjokoan Master

Dogen uses the metaphor ofthe moon

hen one side is realized, the other

side is dark" means that this one side

contains even-thing, without conflision or

duality-. Usually "dark" has the sense of

"ignorant," but here it rather has the sense

of "all-inclusive." When we've realized "one

side," we are able to function quite freely in

the realm ofdiat "other side" which Master

Dogen caUs "dark." Actually, whether we
caU it "light" or "dark" is not so important

Being one with whatever we are doing,

wherever we are right now—washing the

dishes, listening to the sounds ofbirds

—

that is our whole life right there. Being one,

we become infinite. We become zero. That

is what is meant by "to forget the self' and

"to be enlightened by all things."



Seeing forms with the whole body and mind,

hearing sounds with the whole body and mind, one understands

them intimately.
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lo study the buddha way is to study the self.

To study the self is to forget the self.

To forget the self is to be enlightened by the ten

thousand dharmas.

To be enlightened by the ten thousand dharmas is to

free one's body and mind and those of others.

No trace ofenlightenment remains, and this traceless

enlightenment is continued forever



COMMENTARY FOUR

The buddha way is right beneath your feet.

Xo study tlie buddha way is to study

the self." Remove "to study." Then what is

left? "Tlie buddha way is the self." WTiat is

the self? The buddha way. Who are you?
Who is buddlia? How can we realize

buddha? By forgetting the self

Now let's eliminate "the buddha way" and

"the self" 'To study is to study." Discipline

is discipline. Enlightenment is enlighten-

ment Delusion is delusion. Life is life. But

always we experience a separation, and tliat

causes problems.

Oomeone recently asked me, "Wliat is

discipline?" To study die buddlia way is

discipline. To know the selfis discipline. To
realize that the buddha way is the self is

discipline. Become awakened — that's

discipline. Really know who you are —
that's discipline. Tliat is what is meant by
"to forget the self" Really be yourself When
you are so, you will be enlightened by all

things. Everything in your life from

morning tf) night becomes the enlightened

life. Isn't it simple?

Unfortunately, die selfwe usually talk

about is not the real self but ratlier an

illusion, a concept, a shadow. To perceive

somediing dirough the senses is not real

perception. But we perceive it in that way, a

part ofour consciousness starts doing

something with it— interpreting, evaluat-

ing, analyzing, criticizing — and then we
foniiulate our own opinions or ideas about

it All ofthese intellectual ftinctions are

based on our knowledge and on our

experiences, which are partial and limited.

Consequendy, whatever we draw from Uiem
is also limited. For example, the more
learned a scholar is, the more refined,

complicated and sophisticated his work
may be, but fundamentally it's still illusion.

To forget die self is to go beyond these

limitations by eliminating the subject-

object relationship and perceiving reality

direcdy. That is what is meant by being
"without self" That's our practice. Just sit

right and totally absorb yourself in sitting,

become sitting itself and the subject-object

dichotomy will fall away.

L.n Zen we often practice by using koans,

penetrating questions or situational

problems which we can't understand

intellectually. "Wlio am I?" for example, is

an excellent koan. In fact, we practice

together precisely in order to find out tlie

answer to diat koan.

Working on a koan like "Wlio am I?" you
have to cdlow "Wlio am I?" to occupy you
completely. As long as you and "Wlio am I?"

are separate, it's still a relative ordualistic



state. Putting yourselfcompletely into it,

you will even forget about being one witli

"Who am I?" — you yourselfwill be

forgotten. Tlien nothing but "Who am I?"

exists, and this "Wlio am I?" is absolute. At

this point your true nature will show its

face, and you will have a glimpse ofwho you
really are. That's what 'To forget the self is

to be enlightened by all things" means.

'To-o be enlightened by the ten thousand
dharmas is to free one's body and mind and
those of otliers."

Free has interesting implications. First

there is the sense of free in freedom -.

unrestricted, unhindered, liberated. Then
we also have the implication in English of

"without conditions, without taking

anything back," as in, "I give this to you
free." Just to give, that's the true spirit of

free. When you sit in meditation,just sit

freely and fully without any expectations or

restrictions. Sitting freely, you can make
yourselffree.

"AT
x.\o trace ofenlightenment. .

.

"

Intrinsically, all ofus at this very moment
are the buddha. We are in the midst of

enlightenment and are leaving no trace.

"Leaving no trace" means that in each

moment we are newly being liom and newly

dv-ing. But experientially the question is.

How are we percei\'ing and reacting to

situations? Are we holding on to what we
see and hear? Do we cany yesterday's

emotion into today's relationship? Intrin-

sically, it's so ob^^ous that "this traceless

enlightenment continues forever," but

experientially it's up to us to practice and
realize it for ourselves.

-Lhere is an easy way to become
buddha: do not commit e^il, rid the mind of

attachment to life and deadi, be compas-
sionate to all sentient beings, respect your

elders and take good care ofyourjuniors, rid

the mind of all cravings and aversions,

think ofnodiing and worry about nothing.

This is called buddha. Don't seek anything

other than this."

— Zen Master Dogen
Shobogenzo: Shoji











No trace ofenlightenment remains, and this traceless enlight-

enment is continued forever.



W/ie^ one first seeks the truth, one separates oneself

far from its environs.

When one has already correctly transmitted the truth

to oneself, one is one's original self at that

moment.

When riding on a boat, ifone watches the shore one

may assume that the shore is moving.

But watching the boat directly, one knows that it is the

boat that moves.

Ifone examines the ten thousand dharmas with a

deluded body and mind, one will suppose that

one's mind and nature are permanent.

But ifone practices intimately and returns to the true

self, it will be clear that the ten thousand dharmas

are without self.



COMMENTARY FIVE

I,.11 Buddhism we have three fundamental

principles which we call the three dharma
marks: ever\lJiing is impennanent;

even-thing is no-self; and evervlhing is

nirvana (tranquility' or peace). In fact, in

China when they translated a scripture,

they would use these tliree marks as the

criteria to determine whedier or not die

scripture was die audientic teaching ofthe

Buddha.

Tlie first mark means diat evenlhing is

constandy changing, nothing is fixed. For

example, it has become clear to modem
physics diat realit\' is composed of

innumerable tiny particles, some ofwhich
last only a very small fraction ofa second.

According to die Heisenberg uncertainty'

principle, it has been shown that when we
try to measure the behavior ofsuch

particles, we alter the way in which diey

interact. On the physiological levels, cells

are constantly djing and being replaced, and

widiin seven years the entire body has been

completely renewed. In relationships

among people, when we are close to a

person who is joj-flil, we feel joyful too;

when we are close to someone who is sad,

we become sad ourselves. From moment to

moment, from day to day, our moods change

widiout any apparent cause. Intrinsically,

impermanence is die nature ofdiings. At a

psychological level, impermanence takes

the form ofuncertainty, insecurity and a

desire to find something dependable and

absolute. That is why we practice, to

discover the truth upon which we can rely.

Master Dogen himselflost his father

when he was three years old and his mother
when he was seven. It is said that at the

sight ofthe smoke rising from the incense

burning beside his mother's coffin, he

became deeply aware ofdie impermanence
of life. Tliis was his primarj- motivation for

becoming a monk.
The second mark, "everv'thing is no-self,"

is a natural outgrowth ofthe first Since

nothing is fixed, die so-called selfdoesn't

really exist. What we diink ofas our self is

actually a constellation offeelings,

dioughts, sensations, and so on, that are

constandy changing from moment to

moment. Since diere is no self diere is

nodiing to gain and nothing to lose—for

who is diere to gain or lose? That being the

case, diere is nodiing to worn,' about either.

FuUy realizing this no-self is die diird

dliarma mark, nin-ana, the extinction of all

our troublesome desires, which is itself

tranquilit\' and peace. That's what Master
Dogen is saj-ing here. "Practice

intimately and return to the true self. .

.

"

That true self is no-self and no self is

nirvana. Having this body and mind, these

thoughts, sensations and feelings, we are



actively involved in life but are neither

attached to nor detached from it. Ifwe can

live like that, we are already in nir\'ana.

When one first seeks the tnitli, one

separates oneselffar from its en\drons.

When one has already correctly transmitted

the truth to oneself one is one's original self

at that moment"
When you seek after enlightenment,

enlightenment will elude you. Yet without

seeking afljcr it, you will never realize it.

Buddha uses the analog}^ ofthe million-

aire's son who, ha\ing forgotten who he is,

starts wandering as a beggar from place to

place. After many years spent wandering in

this way, trying to discover his identity, he

finally arrives at his original home and
suddenly remembers who he is. We are like

that. When we really discover our true self,

otu- treasurehouse will open and we will use

it at will.

W,hen we talk about selfand original

self it sounds as ifthey were two drfferent

things, but actually diey're one and the

same. The content ofthat oneness is

emptiness, not a blank, hoUow state, but

total frillness. On the other hand, when we
experience ourselves as separate from

externals, we are far away from die truth.

That's what delusion means.

To-o realize that there is nothing to

transmit is "correct transmission." In otlier

words, fuU appreciation, friU realization of

being yourself Ifyou put an extra head on
top ofyour own, you wiU become a

monstrositJ^







But ifone practices intimately and returns to the true self, it

will be clear that the ten thousand dharmas are without
self.







J^irewood turns into ash and does not turn into

firewood again.

But do not suppose that the ash is after and the

firewood is before.

We must realize that firewood is in the state of being

firewood and has its before and after. Yet having

this before and after, it is independent of them.

Ash is in the state of being ash and has its before and

after.

Just as firewood does not become firewood again after

it is ash, so after one's death one does not return to

life again.

Thus, that life does not become death is a confirmed

teaching of the buddha-dharma; for this reason,

life is called the non-born.

That death does not become life is a confirmed

teaching of the buddha-dharma; therefore, death

is called the non-extinguished.

Life is a period of itself.

Death is a period of itself.

For example, they are like winter and spring.

We do not think that winter becomes spring, nor do we

say that spring becomes summer.



COMMENTARY SIX

When you live, just live.

When you die, just die.

C/ommonly, two views are held

concerning life and death. According to the

first, altliough our physical body is

destroyed, we have a soul or spirit which
goes someplace else and continues to exist.

From Master Dogen's time until today, this

has been a popular point ofview. Tlie other

commonly-held \iew is that when a person

dies he or she simply ceases to exist.

In Buddhism, body and mind are not

considered tw^o but one, so there is no
separate spirit which continues after deatli.

Ofcourse we don't deny the existence ofa

life after death, and there are Buddhist

tlieories involving reincarnation, kanna and

the vaiious realms into which one might be

reborn. But all ofthese can be explained in

terms ofthe present moment.
As far as our common sense goes, we

tliink that we have had a past, are having a

present and are going to have a future, that

there is something which persists through

all ofthese. But actually, each moment, each

instant, is totally absolute, and past and
ftiture are included in it. That total, absolute

life ofeach moment dies and is reborn

unceasingly.

Traditionally it is said tliat each tv\^enty-

four hours contains 649,998,000 separate

instants. Ifwe look at them closely, we see

tliat life and death as we usually tliink of

tliem do not exist at all. That's whv thev're

called "non-boni" and "non-extinguished."

For example, ifyou take a lighted stick of

incense and rotate it in the darkness, you
will see a very clear circle. Is it alive? Is it an

unbroken circle? In a way, yes, and in a way,

no. We tliink we see continuity, but it is all

an illusion. It's like a movie. We see

continuous motion, but actually each frame

is totally independent. Our life is like that

Therefore, not only does life not become
death, but this very moment of life does not

become tlie life ofthe next moment. There

is nothing persistent which can come to an

end, nothing to gain and nothing to lose.

Isn't it wonderftd?

A life which has never been bom and will

neverbe extinguished, a life which is

absolutely life, that's what our life is. The
extent to which one has studied or

accomplished is rather secondary. All ofus

are equally absolute, equally precious,

equally splendid, wherever we are at this

moment.





Life is a period of itself.

Death is a period of itself.

For example, they are like winter and spring.

We do not think that winter becomes spring, nor do we
say that spring becomes summer.







(jTaining enlightenment is like the moon reflecting in

the water.

The moon does not get wet, nor is the water disturbed.

Although its light is extensive and great, the moon is

reflected even in a puddle an inch across.

The whole moon and the whole sky are reflected in a

dew-drop in the grass, in one drop of water.

Enlightenment does not disturb the person, just as the

moon does not disturb the water

A person does not hinder enlightenment, just as a dew-

drop does not hinder the moon in the sky.

The depth of the drop is the height of the moon.

As for the duration of the reflection, you should

examine the water's vastness or smallness,

And you should discern the brightness or dimness of

the heavenly moon.



COMMENTARY SE\^N

The moon goes down
My shadow becomes me.

I.n an earlier passage Master Dogen said

tliat the moment ofenlightenment is "not

like a mirror with refleetions nor like water

under the moon." Here he says, "Gaining

enlightenment is like die moon reflecting in

the water"; neverdieless, he is not contra-

dicting himself. An analog)' is always

partial; no analog}' covers ever\' aspect.

In die first passage he is talking about the

ver\' state ofenlightenment: when you say

"moon," the whole world is diat moon;
when you say "water," that water occupies

the whole world. Nodiing else but moon,
nothing else but water. Ifwe recognize

something outside ofourselves, we become
separate from our true nature just as die

moon is separate from die water. That is

why he says, "when one side is realized, the

other side is dark." When we become
completely one widi die moon or die water,

there is nothing outside oftliat moon or

that water.

In the Soto school ofZen we tend to

emphasize the intrinsic aspect ofpractice

and enlightenment: we are all already

enlightenment itself, so there is no need to

seek it outside ofourselves. Definitely this

is true, but first we have to pass through the

stage ofseeking it. In our daily life, we are

using wisdom from morning to night: we
get up, eat, go to work, and when the time

comes we come back, eat dinner, enjoy

ourselves, go to bed—nothing but the

functioning ofwisdom. And yet in the midst

ofdiat wisdom we are deluded by our ideas

and views which arise from our ego-

consciousness and separate us from others.

In this way we create problems for

ourselves.

Ifwe were totally and absolutely

contented and satisfied with ourselves as

we are, diere would be nodiing more to say.

But somehow our discursive, dualistic way
oflooking at things is so deeply rooted, our

ego-consciousness is so stubborn, that

we've got to do something about it experi-

entially. The moon is not actually separate

from us, but somehow it seems to be. Until

we see it reflected in the still water ofour

minds, we can't be satisfied.

"A
-iAJthough its light is extensive and

great, the moon is reflected even in a puddle

an inch across. The whole moon and die

whole sk\' are reflected in a dewdrop in the

grass, in one drop ofwater."

Here Master Dogen is talking about the

various degrees ofrealization. Enlighten-

ment itself is boundless, but each ofus
realizes it to a greater or lesser extent. Yet
great or small, enlightenment is enlighten-

ment, the moon's reflection is die moon's
reflection. "Enlightenment does not disturb



the person ..." because they can't be

separated, they are not two separate things.

JLhe depth ofthe drop" is one's

achievement in practice, one's understand-

ing and clarit>% which is equivalent to the

Ught ofthe moon. The deeper one's

realization, the brighter the moon will

shine. On the other hand, we hinder

ourselves because ofour limited, shallow

understanding. Depending on whetlier or

not it's ego-centered, that same understand-

ing can become the wisdom to guide our

lives or can become a hindrance, causing us

difficulty' and pain.

In Buddhism, the term for ignorance

literally means "no light." Ha^^ng no light,

we don't know where to go, and not

knowing where to go, we bump into things,

causing trouble for ourselves and others.

Experientially, we can deepen our lives,

deepen our understanding through practice;

intrinsically, our lives already have a certain

depth, a certain light, and by our practice we
allow that light to shine forth.
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Although its light is extensive and great, the moon is reflected

even in a puddle an inch across.

The whole moon and the whole sky are reflected in a dew-drop
in the grass, in one drop of water.







When the truth does not fill our body and mind, we

think that we have enough.

When the truth fills our body and mind, we realize that

something is missing.

For example, when we view the four directions from a

boat on the ocean where no land is in sight, we see

only a circle and nothing else.

No other aspects are apparent.

However, this ocean is neither round nor square, and

its qualities are infinite in variety. It is like a

palace. It is like a jewel. Itjust seems circular as

far as our eyes can reach at the time.

The ten thousand dharmas are likewise like this.

Although ordinary life and enlightened life assume

many aspects, we only recognize and understand

through practice what the penetratingpower of

our vision can reach.

In order to appreciate the ten thousand dharmas, we

should know that although they may look round

or square, the other qualities ofoceans and

mountains are infinite in variety; furthermore,

other universes lie in all quarters.

It is so not only around ourselves but also right here,

and in a single drop of water



COMMENTARY EIGHT

When the truth does not fill our body
and mind, we think that we have enough.

When the trudi fills our body and mind, we
realize that something is missing."

You might consider such statements

strange because they seem to involve a

contradiction. Ordinarily we think, "When
the truth does not fill our body and mind,

we think that it is not enough." In fact,

some ofyou may believe that the reason you

practice zazen is to fill your body and mind
with die truth until you feel your under-

standing is adequate.

What actually happens is that after the

first enlightenment experience, in which
you feel as ifyou occupy the whole

universe, you become somewhat arrogant

and overestimate your accomplishment. Of
course, tliat's a necessary' stage to pass

Uirough, but as long as you tliink you've

accomplished enough, it's not true

accomplishment. The deeper your realiza-

tion and the clearer your wisdom, the more
clearly you see how much there is for you to

do. In this way, wisdom gives rise to

compassion.

"Wee see only a circle and notliing

else."

Circles stand for perfection, complete-

ness, and in that sense, each one ofus is a

circle, particularly when we do zazen. Ifyou
really spin a top well, you can't teU whether

or not the top is mo\'ing. In fact, in Japan

the children say that a perfecdy spinning

top becomes transparent and disappears.

Our zazen is like that. Ifwe really sit weU,

the selfdisappears and we become a

boundless circle tliat includes evenlhing.

How small it is, how big it is, how clear it is,

depends on the power ofour \ision.

The ocean's features, for example, are

truly infinite in variet}^: all kinds of

creatures live on the bottom, fish and sea-

mammals swim at all depths, coral and

rocks and seaweed abound. Traditionally

we say that to a fish the ocean appears to be

a great palace, and to a heavenly creature it

looks like a jewel. Yet riding on the surface,

all we can see is the vast expanse ofocean.

By our practice, we penetrate the surface of

this ocean and begin to see its innumerable

qualities for ourselves.

"A
-ixlthough ordinary life and enlightened

life may assume many aspects."

What we have translated as "ordinarv' life"

literally means "six dusts," die objective

world which we perceive through our

senses and consciousness. We call them
dusts because they defile our fundamental

subjective condition, which is intrinsically



pure. For example, when we see something

pretty, we attach to it, and that attachment

becomes a defilement. Ofcourse, there is

nothing intrinscially defiling about the

senses themselves, but we are conditioned

to react in a certain waj' to what we
perceive. That is the ordinary' way ofliving,

which is rather deluded, rather

unenlightened.

On the other hand, the enlightened state

is the state in which we forget the selfand
are enlightened by all things, identify

ourselves with all things. In this state, there

is no way in which our perceptions can be

a defilement because things are not

perceived as separate from ourselves.







Although they may look round or square, the other
qualities ofoceans and mountains are infinite in variety;

furthermore, other universes lie in all quarters.







\\hen a fish swims in the ocean, there is no limit to

the water, no matter how far it swims.

When a bird flies in the sky, there is no limit to the air,

no matter how far it flies.

However, no fish or bird has ever left its element since

the beginning.

When the need is large, it is used largely.

When the need is small, it is used in a small way.

Thus, no creature ever comes short of its own
completeness.

Wherever it stands, it does not fail to cover the ground.

Ifa bird leaves the air, it will die at once.

Ifa fish leaves the water, it will die at once.

Know, then, that water is life.

Know that air is life.

Life is the bird and life is the fish.

Beyond these, there are further implications and

ramifications.

In this way, there are practice and enlightenment,

mortality and immortality.



COMMENTARY NINE

The thought-cluttered bucket's bottom is broken;

Neither water nor moon remain.

Tn-rue nature is the air for us, it is tlie air,

water, fire and wind for us. Just as a fish

can't survive without water and a bird can't

survive without air, without true nature we
can't survive. In fact, true nature is our life.

Those ofyou who are struggUng to

understand tliis true nature are like birds

who are in the air but do not recognize that

fact. The bird is air, air is the bird. True
nature is you, you are true nature.

Everything is true nature. Usually we diink

that the bird and die air are separate. It's

amazing to see how deeply deluded we are.

Xut the word emptiness in place of

life. I^ow that water is emptiness, know
diat air is emptiness, that we are emptiness,

emptiness is everything. This emptiness is

the same as "without self" When all

dliannas are without self we see that water

is life and air is life, life is the bird and life is

tlie fish. But leaving emptiness well die at

once. Can't we see? Our practice is to

realize this fact.

In another sense, emptiness is

boundlessness, what Master Dogen refers

to when he says, "tliere is no limit to the air

... no limit to the water." Since our life itself

is empty, it has no limit. If it's large, we use

it largely; if it's small, we use it in a small

way. When we recognize some limitation,

we are limiting ourselves.

VV hen the need is large it is used

largely. When the need is small it is used in

a small way."

Large and small: what scale can we use to

compare diem? Each is absolute and
complete in itself A big bird is not

necessarily superior to a small bird. Each
has its own function, its own place. That's

why Master Dogen says, "No creature ever

comes short of its own completeness.

Wherever it stands it does not fail to cover

the ground." Life is completely contained in

you. Being as we are, right here, right

now, can we call it large or small? The terms

large and small just don't reach to it.

UTT
X^owever, no fish or bird has ever left

its element since the beginning."

In tlie same way, human beings never

leave enlightenment, and no matter how
much we use, there is always enough. In

fact,just as "the depth ofthe drop is the

height ofthe moon," the more we practice,

the more deeply we realize the nature ofour

lives. Andjust as the moon and the water

don't hinder one another, life and

realization are perfectly interfused.







Thus, no creature ever comes short of its own completeness.

Wherever it stands, it does not fail to cover the ground.





l\ow if a bird or a fish tries to reach the limit of its

element before moving in it, this bird or this fish

will not find its way or its place.

Attaining this place, one's daily life is the realization of

ultimate reality (genjokoan). Attaining this way,

one's daily life is the realization of ultimate reality

(genjokoan).

Since this place and this way are neither large nor

small, neither self nor other, neither existing

previously norjust arising now, they therefore

exist thus.

Thus, ifonepractices and realizes the buddha way,

when one gains one dharma, one penetrates one

dharma; when one encounters one action, one

practices one action.
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"AT
l\o\v if a bird or a fish tries to reach

tlie Hmit of its element before moving in it,

this bird or tliis fish will not find its way or

its place."

We are living the abundant life which we
call buddha-nature or true self Ifwe try to

measure it before we start practicing, it is

almost as if putting li\'ing aside, we were to

try to find out the meaning oflife. Actuall^^

the only way we can discover its meaning
is by lixing and appreciating this life.

In the case of tlie bird and the fish, it's

ob\aous that wherever they are tliat's tlieir

place, and wherever they go that's their way.

Some birds, for example, migrate back to the

same place year after year. No matter

whetlier we call it unconscious or

instinctive, that's their way. We also have

our way, which we call the supreme way,

the buddha way. Tliat is to say, when we do

one tiling, we are complete in that moment.
The way is right tliere, whereverwe are.

When we realize that tliis is the jilace and
we are the way, practice follows naturally,

spontaneously, and that practice is tlie

genjokoan, the realization ofultimate

realit}'.

"A
Xxttaining this place and this way."

This place is tlie place where you really

make yourselfliberated and content. Tliis

way is the way ofenlightenment , the buddha
way. When you attain the way of

enlightenment, your life itselfbecomes the

enlightened life. We shouldn't conflise this

"way" with some technique, or with some
road for traveling someplace else. This way
itself tliis life itself is realization. Ifwe
speak ofrealizing something else besides

this life, again it's like putting another head
on top ofour own. To do ver},^ ordinary

things in a very ordinary way — that's the

buddha way.

O,me of tlie great Chinese Zen masters

said, "Inwardly seeing your self-nature and
being unshakable, indestructible, that's

Zen." Mere physical sitting is not enough.

You have to sit carefully and attentively. Let

your body sit and let your mind siL Let your

emotions sit, let your breathing sit, let your
blood circulation sit. Let evervlhing sit.

Then your sitting becomes indestructible,

immovable. And when you really penetrate

into it, it becomes more than that: the entire

world in ten directions becomes one bright

jewel. Nothing to move and nothing to be

moved; nothing to destroy and nothing to be

destroyed. That's zazen. As Master Dogen
mentions elsewhere, don'tjust understand

it conceptually, but understand it with your
whole body and mind. When you practice in



that way, your zazen becomes nothing but
the unshakable, indestructible, enlightened

state itself. Extending that practice into

everyday life, your whole life becomes tlie

enlightened life.

)ince this place and this way are

neither large nor small, neither selfnor
other, neither existing pre\iously norjust
arising now, they therefore exist thus."

Since the realization ofone's life is

intrinsically with one to begin with, it is not
newly arising. On the other hand, ifyou
neglect practice, you won't realize the

innate value oflife. Since it's not "existing

previously," you have to do something
about it. The word "thus," then, is like the

sharp, emphatic whack ofa stick urging us
to realize this wonderful thusness oflife.
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Since this place and this Way are neither large nor small, neither

selfnor other, neither existing previously norjust
arising now, they therefore exist thus.





i^ince the place is here and the way leads everywhere,

the reason the limits of the knowable are

unknowable is simply that our knowledge arises

with, and practices with, the absolute perfection of

the buddha-dharma.

Do not practice thinking that realization must become

the object ofone's knowledge and vision and be

grasped conceptually.

Even though the attainment of realization is

immediately manifest, its intimate nature is not

necessarily realized. Some may realize it and some
may not.
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J.he meaning ofthis first sentence is

similar to the meaning ofthe first sentence

ofthe previous section. A fish that tries to

find out how big the ocean is before

swimming in it can't sur\ive. We do that

ourselves. We try to find out the limitations

ofour life before acting — it's simply

impossible.

Similarly, some people think that until

they complete their practice and attain

enlightenment, they can't help other people.

But such a time will never come, because
practice is our life itself and continues

endlessly. So according to the demands of

each situation, we do our best. That's our

wav.

wisdom to see the boundary ofthe

knowable, a wisdom quite apart firom

knowledge or conceptualization. In order to

realize this wisdom we have to practice,

which brings us to the monk's question and

Priest Pao-che's reply.

JLhe reason the limits ofthe knowable
are unknowable . .

." In the functioning of

knowing in the usual sense, there is a

dualism betw^een the knower and the object

to be known. But being itself is simply

unknowable, for the same reason that the

eye can't see the eye. It's all together one
thing.

Tlien why does Master Dogen say, "Some
may realize it and some may not"?

Regardless ofwho realizes it and who does
not, we are notliing but the dharma, the way
itself And yet definitely there is real

enlightenment by which we attain the





Do notpractice thinking that realization must become the

object ofone's knowledge and vision and be grasped
conceptually.







±riest Pao-ch'e of Ma-ku shan was fanning

himself A monk approached and asked, ''Sir, the

nature of the wind is permanent, and there is no place

it does not reach. Why, then, must you still fan

yourself?" "Although you understand that the nature

of wind is permanent, " the master replied, "you do not

understand the meaning of its reaching everywhere.
"

"What is the meaning of its reaching everywhere?"

asked the monk. The masterjust fanned himself. The

monk bowed with deep respect.
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What's here right now!
Dehision is yesterday's dream
Enlightenment, tomorrow's delusion.

-Lhe monk is asking. Since we are

nothing but buddha-nature itself, why is it

necessary to practice? Dogen Zenji himself

wrestled witli this question for many years

before finally resohing it once and for all. It

was a commonly held \'iew then and now
that enlightenment is unnecessary because

we are already enlightened. "The nature of

wind is permanent and there is no place it

does not reach. Why then must you still fan

yourself?" But until we awaken to the fact

that we are the life ofthe whole world, we
won't understand its meaning. Actually, this

awakening is the very essence of

Buddhism.

and shinier until shiny illumination itself

disappears. This is the traceless

enlightenment which continues forever.

-Lhe masterjust fanned himself"

Even'thing is right diere. 'The monk bowed
with deqj respect." Again, everything is

right there. I am talking, you are listening —
everything is right here. What more is there

to seek outside ofthat?

J-he nature ofwind is permanent"

means that all sentient beings are

intrinsically the buddha. The monk's
question is that since we are intrinsically

the buddha, why do we need to practice?

'The masterjust fanned himself"

Through activity, through practice we can

vitalize and actualize our nature. True
nature itself is rather static. We have to let it

move, we have to let it revolve by our
practice, by our activity. Then more and

more tlie cheese ofthe long river will

mature and ripen.

Please realize that your life is solid gold,

and please polish it well. Make it shinier



'What is the meaning of [the wind] reaching everywhere?'

asked the monk. The masterjust fanned himself.









Ihis is the enlightened experience of buddha-dharma

and the vital way of its correct transmission. Those

who say we should not use a fan because wind is

permanent, and so we should know the existence of

wind without using a fan, know neitherpermanency

nor the nature of wind.

Because the nature of wind is eternally present,

the wind ofBuddhism actualizes the gold of the earth

and ripens the cheese of the long river
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"Ac..;tualizes tlie gold ofthe earth and
ripens the cheese of tlie long river."

This again refers to our life. "Actualizes

the gold ofthe earth" means thatwe
ourselves, our body, our mind, are nothing

but the golden body oftlie buddha. Our life,

however long or short, is enriched by proper

practice and we grow all together into

wonderful people.

"Cheese" is not an exact translation. The
Japanese term soraku refers to a cultured

milk drink popular in ancient China —
perhaps "yogurt" would be closer. In any

case, our whole life is a river which is

slowly matixring and ripening, but unlike

yogurt, over-ripening won't make us sour.

The more sincerely we practice, the richer

and smoother our taste will become.

L another essay, Master Dogen says, in

effect, "Ifyou wish to attain enlightenment,

do zazen." When you do that, he says

further, your treasurehouse will open of

itselfand you wiU use it at will. The gold of

the earth will be actualized and the cheese

ofthe long river ripened. That gold ofthe

earth, that cheese ofthe long river ofour life

is our true nature. Ifwe really practice, our
wisdom will ripen and mature, and we will

be able to function freely for the sake of all

beings.

Every day 's a good day
Every hour's a good hour.









Because the nature

of wind is

eternally present,

the wind ofBuddhism
actualizes the gold

of the earth

and ripens the cheese

of the long river.



A FEW TERMS DEFEVED

buddha (Skt) (lit "awakened one"): A term which variously indicates

the historical Buddha Shakyamuni; enlightened persons; and the

essential truth, the true nature ofall beings.

dharmas (Skt): Phenomena is a close English equivalent, but seemed

somehow excessively dr\' and abstract to capture the concrete qualitj' of

the original. According to Buddhist philosophy, dharmas — a term

derived from the Sanskrit root "to uphold," thus giving it the sense of

something enduring and indi\'isible — are the fundamental constituents

ofreality, psychological as well as material. The term things is

sometimes used as an equivalent, but it is interesting to note that in

Buddhism mental phenomena are no less real than things.

In the singular, dharma refers to the teachings ofthe Buddha, truth,

universal law.

ten oxherding pictures: ofancient origin, they represent a step-bj^-step

guide to the path to enlightenment in which the ox represents true

nature. The pictures begin with the stage ofsearching for the ox, in which

the desire to practice is awakened, and end with the return to the

marketplace, in which the practicer transcends enlightenment and

unenlightenment to function freely in the world ofdelusion.

zazen (J) (lit "sitting meditation"): The practice ofZen meditation; in its

broadest sense, the term zazen includes all acti\ities carried out with

mindfulness and wholehearted effort.
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As if I could give anything:

Take not images be

Give not be

Make not be

Know not be image
Count inhalations

Count exhalations

Count nothing
Be breath

— Minor White

The photographs used tx) illustrate the commentan' emerged from

my work, study and practice under die guidance ofTaizan Maezumi
Roshi over the past sLxteeii months. Master Dogen's Genjokoan was
my major preoccupation during this period oftime. Through the formality'

ofprivate interviews, casual conversations, study, and die foundation of

Zen practice, sitting meditation — line by line, bite by bite, Genjokoan
was examined, chewed, assimilated and tested in die clarit\' ofRoshi's

understanding. As each piece was approved I attempted to express that

understanding or experience in a kind of\isual capping phrase (a phrase

used in Zen to epitomize a student's vmderslanding ) that would
summarize \asually, the way a capping phrase does poetically, the

essence ofthat experience.

It has always been my feeling diat somewhere between the words
that describe it and die direct experience itselfa space exists that is filled

by the \'isual image, and when that image is perceived, in Master Dogen's

words, 'Svidi the whole body and mind," then "one understands [it]

intimately." If I have succeeded in keeping my "self' out ofthe way long

enough for the camera to photograph, then these images are indeed

Roshi's images and, in a special way, a twentieth-century manifestation

ofMaster Dogen's \-ision.

John Daido Loori
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In search ofthe miraculous, many ofus have spent years
looking for the extraordinary' insight or experience that wovild

transform oxu* lives — taking psychedelics, dabbUng in the

occvUt, engaging in long years ofanalysis or therapy.

But in fact, this ordinar>% everjday life is all the miracle we
i

need.Apuddle^n the earth, graffiti on a wall, a micror
reflecting us l^ackTto ourselves. Each is a world ofrich and

infinite possibilities. By becoming one with each situation and
thing,we return to where we have always been — right here, right now.

In the face ofthe spiritual and psychological paraphernalia we
— maybe used to, Maeziuni Roshi's gentle words will seem fresh

and unassuming. Together with Daido Lx>ori's color

photographs and, ofcourse, Zen Master Dogen's text, they
beckon to us to look closely and see things as they really are.


